FCRR conducts research and provides professional learning in every county in Florida.

Over 2,458,800 seconds spent with Florida Educators in Professional Learning with FCRR

Over 10,000 Florida Educators & Students Participated in Research with FCRR

Economic impact

$77 million in active grants & contracts

$1.25 million in graduate student funding

224 FSU faculty & staff work at FCRR

174 FSU undergraduate & graduate students apprentice at FCRR

Return on Investment

$1 \rightarrow $8.8

Research Funding Generated in the State of Florida

Top 3 funded research grants & contracts

$27.8 million
Regional Educational Laboratory (REL) - Southeast

$8.6 million
Learning Disabilities Translational Science Collective

$4.4 million
Reach Every Reader

Chan Zuckerberg Initiative
We study reading and...

**GENES & The BRAIN**

**LANGUAGE & LITERACY**

**INSTRUCTION & ASSESSMENT**

**DYSLEXIA & OTHER DISABILITIES**

“...The most helpful aspect of this partnership has been connecting with other literacy leaders in the region. This has allowed for sharing lessons learned, celebrating progress, and planning next steps.”

-School District Leader, Florida Panhandle K-5 Literacy Partnership

**Until every child is reading and succeeding in school and beyond**

**Award Winning Faculty**

Internationally recognized interdisciplinary researchers

**Leading with Evidence**

Rigorous research on problems of policy & practice

**Innovative Solutions**

Evidence-based tools you can use today

**Authentic Partnerships**

Collaborating with schools & communities to grow readers

**Building Education Careers**

Training the next generation of teachers, clinicians, and researchers

Connect with us at FCRR.org and by following us across social media:
@TheFCRR and @FCRRFSU on YouTube